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characteristics of english language learners - characteristics of english language learners 1 overview in
philadelphia, a growing and increasingly diverse population of english language learners (ells) is intensifying
demands on the city’s public schools as they work to meet the educational needs of these students. english
language learners in public schools - nces.ed - english language learners in public schools the percentage
of public school students in the united states who were english language learners (ells) was higher in fall 2015
(9.5 percent, or 4.8 million students) than in fall 2000 (8.1 percent, or 3.8 million students). in fall 2015, the
pronunciation problems of chinese learners of english - english differ greatly in the number of vow-els.
while english has 15 vowels (ohata, 2004), chinese has only 5 vowels (san, 2007). because of this difference,
chinese learners need to learn how to pronounce many new vowels when they start to learn english. even
when a vowel exists in both chinese and english, the sound’s manner of english language learners
program brochure - russian, german, japanese, chinese and spanish. please see the asd website for more
information. exit criteria limited english proficient (lep) students receiving english language learners (ell)
program services must meet the following criteria in order to exit the program: a student must attain an
overall score ... preschool english learners - california department of ... - preschool english learners:
principles and practices to promote language, literacy, and learning (second edition), provides teachers with
the knowledge and tools they seek to educate preschool english learners most effectively. it was developed by
a group of experts who collectively top 10 resources for teachers of english language learners - english
language proficiency (elp) standards the wida consortium's english language proficiency standards for english
language learners (ells) in pre-kindergarten through grade 12 encompass: social and instructional language
usage the language of language arts the language of mathematics the language of science best
instructional practice for english learners - best instructional practice for english learners selected
research 2006-2011 english learners english learners (els) in the united states are the fastest growing
subgroup among school-aged students. over the last two decades, the number of els in the us has grown 169
percent. new hampshire has seen even greater growth in the same time period. english - the new oxford
picture dictionary - the new oxford picture dictionary contextually illustrates over 2,400 words. the book is a
unique language learning tool for students of english. it students with a glance at american lifestyle, as well as
a compendium of useful vocabulary, the dictionary is organized thematically, beginning with topics that basic
english grammar book 2 - mark's esl - benefit from a clear understanding of english grammar basics. this
is the ideal supplement to your language arts program whether your students are native english speakers or
beginning english language learners. skill-specific lessons make it easy to locate and prescribe instant
reinforcement or intervention. basic english grammar basic english ... alphabet introduction and first
lesson - ruslan russian - - some songs and poems for learners. at the end of the book you will find the texts
of the listening exercises, a summary of the grammar covered in the course, a pronunciation guide and russian
to english and english to russian dictionaries. teachers notes, tests and work sheets linked to the course are
free for teachers. specific american english pronunciation challenges for ell’s - specific american
english pronunciation challenges for ell’s : ... russian 43 swahili 44 8. other charts or tables 45-49 ... english
and culture for as many hours a day as possible to aid in this acquisition of language. interlanguage, coined by
selinker in 1972, is that form of second language english learners in school - higher education | pearson
- the term english learnersto refer to non-native english speakers who are learning english in school. typically,
english learners speak a primary language other than english at home, such as spanish, cantonese, russian,
hmong, or french. english learners vary in their proficiency in their primary languages. of course, they vary in
l1 influence on l2 intonation in russian speakers of english - russian intonation to english and how this
may play out in communication of russian-speaking english language learners. pronunciation and how it
relates to miscommunication is an area i have focused on in teaching. i have a strong interest in how
misunderstandings due to intonation improvement of english pronunciation of russian learners ... - as
far as russian learners of english are concerned, they transfer the phonological rules from the russian language
into the english language, which creates a distinctive accent. the pronunciation of the russian sounds has very
specific features in comparison with the english sounds and that fact hinders the understanding of the english
a basic modern russian grammar - user.cengtu - this book is meant both for the learners and the
teachers of russian. the name of the book speaks for itself: "a basic modern russian grammar". the attention is
focused on the facts of modern russian language which are basic, of high frequency and in common use. as
most of the learners are not professional linguists the author tried to avoid lingvo universal english-russian
dictionary: making a ... - lingvo universal english-russian dictionary: making a printed dictionary from an
electronic one . julia anokhina . abbyy, moscow, russia . more and more users nowadays prefer electronic
dictionaries to paper editions because of their materials for intermediate and advanced learners of
russian - russian english translations and ... learners of russian developed by the center for advanced
language pro iciency education and research (calper). the series focuses on areas of russian language
knowledge central to developing narrative pro iciency, i.e. the ability to tell stories. an the use of the english
article system by russian learners ... - the use of the english article system by russian learners olena
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martynchuk in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the ma degree forthcoming from yale university
press poetry reader for ... - “as a russian language and literature teacher, i find poetry reader for russian
learners a most useful resource to have in the language classroom, giving the students authentic russian texts
to experience early on in their study of the language. these are some of the best-known poems in russian, fully
annotated with impressive introductions reading l2 russian: the challenges of the russian-english ... matsumoto, 2011; tono, 2001), who work primarily with students reading l2 english. while these studies make
valuable contributions to the field, it is reasonable to think that for learners with english as their first language
(l1), other languages such as french, russian, or chinese characteristics of english language learners learnalberta - k–12 english as a second language proficiency benchmarks 1 / 2 ©alberta education, alberta,
canada september 2010 characteristics of english language learners . division level 1 beginning level 2
developing level 3 expanding level 4 bridging level 5 extending behaviours k - 12 english language learners
may: • be self-conscious and russian emotion vocabulary in american learners’ narratives - categories:
english speakers favored an adjectival pattern of emotion description, and russian speakers a verbal one.
advanced american learners of russian shifted from the adjectival to the verbal pattern in russian and thus
began approximating the usage of native speakers of russian. study of contrastive analysis on english
and russian in ... - study of contrastive analysis on english and russian in russian teaching yan liu college of
foreign languages, tianjin polytechnic university, tianjin, china email: liuyan@tjpu abstract: there rises a boom
of learning russian in china’s universities, and more and more students choose english in china today - ntu english in china today . kingsley bolton and david graddol . the current popularity of english in china is
unprecendented, and has been fuelled by the recent political and social development of chinese society .
introduction . according to a 2010 china daily article, the number of english learners in china is now around
400 an analysis of syntactic errors committed by students of ... - an analysis of syntactic errors
committed by students of ... the aim of teaching a language irrespective of either english, arabic, hindi,
chinese or russian etc. is to make the learners proficient in some or all of the basic language skills, that ...
speaking learners of english: the noun phrase. he concluded with a result indicating instructional guidelines
and resources for english ... - profile of ohio’s english language learners hio’s s represent more than r
different native or home languages. he top language groups include spanish, somali, arabic, chinese, japanese,
pennsylvania dutch (a dialect of german used by the amish), vietnamese, french, russian and twi (a language
spoken in west africa). supporting english language learners powerpoint - • a solid foundation in english
oral fluency is highly desirable prior to formal english literacy instruction for children who are not learning to
read in their first language (snow et al., 1998). • a strong basis in the child’s first language promotes literacy
achievement in the second language. emergent multilingual learners in prekindergarten - terms
“english language learners (ells)” and “multilingual learners (mlls)” interchangeably, and also refers to this
population as ell/mll. while part 154-2.3(a) does not apply to cr prekindergarten, nysed developed the emllpp
to document the linguistic exposure of prekindergarten students. oxford and the dictionary - oed - the
oxford english dictionary – the definitive record of the english language since ... designed for learners of
english as a foreign ... classical languages, as well as languages from around the world, including russian,
chinese, japanese, gujarati, and swahili. the acquisition of english articles by second language ... - the
acquisition of english articles by second language learners: the sequence, differences, and difficulties ganzhao
sun1 abstract despite the numerous studies on english article acquisition, the acquisition sequence,
differences, and difficulties by english-as-a-second language learners (ells) remain to be further explored.
motion verbs in narratives - calper - unlike english, russian has a very limited number of verbs that do not
differentiate between walking and riding, such as отправиться (to set off) or прибыть (to arrive).
consequently, english-speaking learners of russian have to learn to pay attention to the reading difficulties
in english as a foreign language ... - learners learning english as a foreign language (efl) in formal school
settings in serbia. since the introduction of english as a compulsory school subject from primary grade one in
2003, there have been no research studies in serbia to verify what can realistically be achieved in early
reading skill development. act - english learner supports guide - and is offering english learner supports to
meet this need. english learner supports the goal of providing english learner supports is to ensure that the
test scores earned by english learners accurately reflect what they have learned in school. the use of english
learner supports results in college-reportable test scores if approved by act. 1 29% of california’s public
school students being english ... - nearly one in 10 k-12 students in public schools is an english-language
learner. many preschool programs are not equipped to adequately serve english-language learners. long-term
english learners suffer worse outcomes than other english learners. states generally do not monitor how long
students spend in english-learner programs. matching books and readers: selecting literature for ... matching books and readers: selecting literature for english learners 735 language development and reading
comprehension of english learners. where to begin books selected for english learners should be appropriate
for the age and interest level of the chil-dren. this task is more complex than it sounds. especially with english
learners, the ... somali students as english language learners- - english language learners welcome
center grade and age level placement english as a second language programs (esl) meet same state academic
content standards public and charter schools accommodations for testing use of dictionary extended time
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native language translations otela tests accountability for ayp and english language acquisition eal 701c prince edward island - english as a second language (esl) refers to learners for whom english is a second
language. although this term is frequently used, this document refers to english language learners as learners
for whom english is an additional language (eal), since english may not necessarily be a learner’s second
language, but rather his/her third or fourth. scaffolding strategies for ells - fordham university scaffolding strategies for english language learners bernice moro, ph.d. ... six scaffolding strategies for ells
modeling bridging contextualizing schema building text representation ... • scaffolding instruction for english
language learners: a conceptual framework. aida walqui, vol. 9, no. 2, 2006, the international journal ...
contrastive analysis of the segmental phonemes of english ... - segmental phonemes of english and
hausa languages to determine why the hausa learners of english have difficulty with some english sounds . 2)
to predict accurately english pronunciation learning difficulties likely to be faced by the hausa esl learners
based on the comparison of the two sound systems difficulties in learning english as a second language
- dr. r. kannan, difficulties in learning english as a second language difficulties in learning english as a second
language dr. r. kannan i am dr. r. kannan, m.a. mil. ph.d. in english, serving as an assistant professor and head
in the department of english at syed ammal engineering college, ramanathapuram, tamil nadu, india. i have an
chapter 1 teaching english learners with diverse abilities - the purpose of this book is to provide
information for teaching english learners with diverse abilities, such as rahul, agnessa, and luisa. learning a
new language while learning in and through that language is a complex endeavor affected by a variety of factors, some of which are shown in figure 1.1. effective programs for english learners working with young
dual language learners and their families - working with young dual language learners and their families
in early learning settings by peggy hickman, ph.d. urgent calls are emerging in the philadelphia region for
training for early learning profession- lep students by language - education - russian 892 samaritan
aramaic 1 sandawe 0 serbian 18 serer 0 shona 4 sidamo 1 sign languages 2 sindhi 3 sinhala 4 sinhalese 0
slavic (other) 1 slovak 11 slovenian 3 sogdian 0 somali 148 soninke 3 sorbian languages 0 sotho, northern 0
sotho, southern 0 south ndebele 1 southern sami 0 spanish 26,889 sukuma 0 sumerian 0 sundanese 3 susu 2
swahili ... english learner handbook - glencoe - english learners. it was designed for stu-dents at the
intermediate to advanced levels of english proficiency, but it can be ... russian, arabic, and french creole (u.s.
census 2000). english learners have highly diverse backgrounds. factors contribut-ing to this diversity include
their country of origin, cultural traditions, immigra- lep students by language - education - creoles and
pidgins, english-based (other) 132: pushto 120: haitian creole 119: indonesian 115: japanese 110: tagalog 110:
italian 108: amharic 97: uzbek 87: telugu 83: fulah 79: lao 77: bosnian 76: german 74: undetermined 71:
kikuyu 62: hmong 56: greek, modern (1453-) 53: persian 47: romanian 46: lep students by language school
year: 2011 ... essential skills supports for english learners 0520 - essential skills supports for english
learners districts may choose to support work sample administration and scoring in a language other than
english. • a district who so chooses must establish the following policies: o development of a procedure to
provide work samples that are of equal rigor to those in english. english-russian false friends in elt
classes with ... - when russian-speaking english language learners in schools and universities misuse false
friends, it reveals students’ incomplete lexical competence and leads to the communication of unintentional
targeted, effective, and rapid language learning - engage learners. assessment ensures language
training is focused and productive from the start. english proficiency testing assesses existing skill level.
targeted learning paths meet the needs of beginner, intermediate, and advanced language learners. learner
placement is based on employee goals and proficiency. speech recognition provides visual film subtitles and
listening comprehension ability of ... - 30 amin saed et al.: film subtitles and listening comprehension
ability of intermediate efl learners subtitled videos on topics that the learners did not know about. each group
watched both movies ...
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